Abstract
Introduction
An important skill of intelligent systems is being able to adapt to external and internal environmental changes. Most these changes are limited in scope, significance, and occurrence speed, to which intelligent systems can adapt through continuous adjustment and learning. However, there are situations where changes are extensive, significant, and happen in an abrupt speed. These changes result in remarkably new circumstances that demand intelligent systems to significantly change their behavior patterns in order to survive in the new environments. For example, in animal behavior, the formation of social dominance hierarchy of a group of crayfish will dramatically change individual crayfish's behaviors: when two (or more) size-matched crayfish are initially put together, they fight aggressively to compete for the dominant position in the hierarchy. But after the dominance hierarchy is formed, an abrupt change of behavior is observed as the new subordinate retreats and escapes from the attacks and approaches of the dominant [1] . This type of environmental change that dramatically affects a system's behavior is not unusual and calls for effective adaptation mechanisms that are able to quickly and efficiently address the substantial changes.
In earlier work [2] , we developed a contextdependent behavior selection architecture that uses structure change as the mechanism to generate different behavior patterns according to different behavioral contexts, each of which represents a particular type of operating environment. In this architecture, the bottom layer is an asymmetry mutual inhibition behavior network where different behaviors inhibit each other for behavior selection. The top "behavioral context" layer sets the behavior selection context by changing the structure (inhibitory coefficients) of the behavior network, thus modulating an agent's overall behavior patterns according to different operating conditions. This architecture provides a simple yet effective mechanism for intelligent agents to dynamically and significantly change their behavior patterns in a dynamic environment.
The context-dependent architecture assumes that an intelligent agent has a set of pre-defined network structures corresponding to the different behavioral contexts. In order for the agent to exercise the "right" behavior pattern for a particular behavioral context (operating environment), it is important to provide it with the "right" network structure. This paper investigates how the structure of such a behavior network can be evolved in a simulated environment.
Context-Dependent Behavior Selection Architecture and Structure Learning
Context-dependent behavior selection used in this paper refers to the capability for an intelligent agent to modulate its behavior selection process based on different explicitly modeled behavioral contexts, i.e., different operating environments. To support this, we developed a two-layer behavior selection architecture [2] . This architecture uses mutual inhibition as the major mechanism to achieve adaptive behavior selection among competitive behaviors. A behavior inhibits other behaviors through inhibitory coefficients, which are real numbers in [0, 1], with 0 meaning no inhibition and 1 meaning full inhibition. The coefficients for the different pairs of inhibiting and inhibited behaviors are different, and these differences help express the relative priorities of the behaviors. For example, if a behavior has relatively high priority, it will inhibit other behaviors with large values of inhibitory coefficients, and will be inhibited by other behaviors with small values of coefficients. The set of all inhibitory coefficients among behaviors defines the structure of the behavior network. In the contextdependent architecture, this behavior network structure can be changed by a top layer called "Behavioral Context". This allows the relative priorities of the behaviors to be dynamically changed when the system switches to different operating conditions, which in turn makes the system exhibit different behavior patterns. Fig. 1 Structure learning of the behavior network is to find the "right" set of inhibitory coefficients that allow an intelligent agent to perform well in a particular dynamic environment. In this work, instead of evolving the specific numeric values of coefficients, we are more interested in finding the structural relationships, i.e., {weak inhibition, medium inhibition, strong inhibition}, between different pairs of behaviors. We thus develop a mapping mechanism between the numeric inhibitory coefficients and these discrete structural relationships. For example, coefficients in the range of [0, 0.3] are considered as weak inhibition; [0.7, 1] are mapped as strong inhibition; the rest are mapped as medium inhibition. We first evolve these structural relationships and then map the evolved structure to multiple sets of randomlygenerated coefficients to evaluate if they lead to the same desired and stable behavior pattern.
GA-Based Structure Learning
We implemented a genetic algorithm (GA) based evolution algorithm and apply it to a model crayfish that uses a mutual inhibition behavior network to govern its behavior choice in a simulated environment. We seek to determine if a "right" behavior network structure can be evolved to allow the crayfish to behave adaptively in this dynamic environment.
The crayfish simulation is based on a neuroscience research that was originally reported in Edwards' work [3] . The simulated dynamic world contains a FOOD source, a SHELTER, a PREDATOR, and the crayfish itself in a 400×400 2-dimensional environment. The model crayfish must avoid the predator, find the food source, and eat food to regain the energy depleted by its activity. The predator is controlled by a state-based machine enhanced with random numbers. Specifically, it moves around with a cruising speed and will double its speed to chase the crayfish whenever the distance between them is within the range of 100. The crayfish is considered eaten if the predator comes into contact with it (within a distance of 6). In order to simulate the dynamic world, the initial positions and directions of both crayfish and predator are specified randomly for each simulation round. The crayfish's behavior is governed by a mutual inhibition network with seven behaviors: ESCAPE(escape from the predator), RETREAT(move away from the predator and to retreat to the shelter), DEFENSE(confront the predator), HIDE(hide inside the shelter), EAT(eat food and gain energy), FORAGE(move towards the food), and SWIM(swim away in a fast speed). Each behavior is excited by some sensory inputs and carries out some actions. Except the EAT behavior, all other behaviors consume energy (in different rate corresponding to their moving speeds). The crayfish is considered as dead if its energy drops below zero. Detailed descriptions for these behaviors, including how they are excited and what are the associated actions, can be found in [3] . A set of inhibitory coefficients are also provided in [3] , which serves as a reference for us to evaluate the structures evolved in this work.
The GA-based algorithm starts with a population consisting of 100 randomly generated behavior network structures. For each individual in the population we run 50 simulations (each simulation has 2500 time steps) and calculate the average fitness for that structure. The algorithm details are given below. Definition of a Chromosome The value of each inhibitory coefficient in the chromosome is generated based on L (weak inhibition), M (medium inhibition), and H (strong inhibition), which is embodied with specific numeric value of 0.1, 0.5, and 0.9 respectively in simulations. Fitness Function The crayfish should have a high level of energy and stay far away from the predator. Based on this idea, the fitness F is defined as operator are applied to the new population with probability p_crossover = 0.8 and probability p_mutation = 0.02 respectively.
Results and Analysis

Convergence Analysis
The convergence analysis aims to test if as the GA generation increases, the overall fitness of the model crayfish will also increase and eventually stabilize. This analysis will also help us to determine how many generations will be needed for GA to converge to a good structure. Based on our experiments, the mean fitness of the population improves rapidly in the first 40 generations. By about the 60 generation, the population began to settle down to its final level with the normalized standard deviation also leveling off to a minimum. Based on this analysis, in all the following experiments, we set the maximum generation for the GA to be 80. This analysis confirms that it is feasible to find good behavior network structures using GA in a reasonable number of generations.
Consistency Analysis
This analysis aims to answer a very important question: will the network structures evolved by different runs of GA be consistent (similar) to each other? To conduct this analysis, we carried out multiple runs of GA using the same environment setting (although the initial positions, directions, and the predator's movement patterns are different because of random numbers). We expect that consistent structural relationships of different pairs of behaviors, which can express the behavior pattern for the model crayfish in that particular environment, can be discovered.
In total 10 structures generated after 10 runs of the learning process, 3 of them are shown in Table 1 , in which integer number 1, 2, and 3 represent L (week inhibition), M (medium inhibition), and H (strong inhibition) respectively. From these three structures, some interesting conclusions can be drawn. For example, it is clear that SWIM has the highest relative priority among all the behaviors. This is because compared to other behaviors, SWIM generally strongly inhibits other behaviors (as indicated by the column of SWIM in the tables), and is weakly inhibited by other behaviors (as indicated by the row of SWIM in the tables). Similarly, it is clear that FORAGE has the lowest relative priority as it is strongly inhibited by other behaviors and weakly inhibits other behaviors. For other behaviors, it can be seen that ESCAPE and EAT also have high relative priorities. Furthermore, between pairs of behaviors, ESCAPE always weakly inhibits SWIM; both EAT and FORAGE always weakly inhibit ESCAPE. What is more interesting is that all these salient structural relationships are expected and make sense from the biological point of view. For example, SWIM and ESCAPE have high priority so the crayfish can survive from the chasing of the predator. In fact, the structural relationships evolved in this work are comparable to the set of coefficients tuned by the biologist in [3] . Another interesting feature is that the salient structural relationships described above are commonly shared by all the 10 structures. To show this, Table 2 calculates the Mean and Standard Deviation of the 10 structures. Based on Table 2 , Figure 3(a) shows the summed inhibitions for 3 important behaviors, ESCAPE, FORAGE, and SWIM. It can be seen that SWIM has the highest priority and FORAGE has the lowest priority in all 10 structures. All these results show that the different learned network structures have a high degree of consistency. We argue that this is because a "best" structure is highly dependent on the environment. Thus given a particular environment, the learned structures will always share a strong similarity among them. 
Robustness Analysis
The robustness analysis tests if a learned set of structural relationships, i.e., {weak inhibition, medium inhibition, and strong inhibition}, are robust, i.e., they are insensitive to the specific values of coefficients. It aims to prove our hypothesis that it is the structure (i.e., the salient structural relationships between pairs of behaviors), not the specific values of coefficients, that defines the behavior pattern of a behavior network. To conduct robustness analysis, each learned structure is used as a template to randomly generate 100 behavior networks with numeric coefficients of that kind. Specifically, for each structural relationship that is L (week inhibition), M (medium inhibition), and H (strong inhibition), its coefficient is generated randomly from the range of 0 -0.2, 0.4 -0.6, and 0.8 -1.0 respectively. Then each behavior network is evaluated in the same simulation environment used in the learning process. The mean fitness of 50 simulations is calculated as the measurement indicating how well a particular behavior network performs. Figure 2 plots the Fitness of the 100 randomly generated behavior networks for the three structures given in Table 1 . We can see that all the fitness values for a particular structure appear within a range without any odds. The stable distribution of fitness indicates that the structures learned by GA are not sensitive to specific value of coefficients and thus can be used to represent an "optimal" structure for the model crayfish to behave well in that particular environment. To better support this analysis, Figure 2 also shows the Mean Fitness (MF) and Standard Deviation (SD) for all the 10 structures that have been learned. The results show that all the structures have high MF and low SD, and thus indicating the learned structures are robust.
Diversity Analysis
The purpose of diversity analysis is to check if a different structure can be learned when the environment changes. For this analysis, we changed the environment where the crayfish lives and expect a corresponding change will be seen in the learned behavior network structures. Specifically, we increased the distance between FOOD where the crayfish eats and SHELTER where the crayfish rests. We think this increase of forage distance should cause the crayfish to have a higher tendency of moving towards the FOOD than the previous experiments in order not to become starved. Thus we expect the structure evolved by GA in the new environment indicate that the FORAGE behavior will have a higher priority than before. Figure 3(b) shows the summed inhibition for behavior ESCAPE, FORAGE, and SWIM based on the average structural relationships of these 5 structures. Compared to Figure 3(a) , which is based on the original environment, we can see that FORAGE does get a higher priority. Also the summed inhibition of ESCAPE to other behaviors decreases. This might indicate the crayfish has to take risk to move towards the FOOD source due to the low energy level even though it might be caught by the predator.
Conclusion
This work presents our work on structure learning for a mutual inhibition behavior network to support context-dependent adaptability. The results show that given a particular environment, it is possible to learn good network structures that allow intelligent agents to behave adaptively in that environment. The learned structures are robust, consistent, and dependent on the particular environment.
